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Foreword from Robin

In this special issue we celebrate the success of our training programme in HIV vaccinology
which has directly supported students in obtaining their PhD degrees. The programme has
also supported career development of technicians and postdoctoral research from across the
EU, both those directly funded by the EAVI2020 consortium and external researchers working
on related HIV projects. An important component of building greater connectivity has been the
successful exchanges of students between groups across the EU, Australia and the USA to learn
new technologies.
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Hear from our students

I am extraordinarily grateful to the leadership of Joan Joseph-Munne from Hospital Vall
d’Hebron at Microbiology department / Vall d’Hebron Research Institute and Britta Wahren
from the Karolinska Institutet, who led the program and provided mentorship to all our students.
The programme provided new opportunities for early career researchers to learn basic and
applied science in their field and obtain extended collaborations within both the consortium
groups and associated scientific researchers at many universities in Europe, Australia and USA.
This has helped accelerate their professional development, through tutorials, exchange visitor
programmes and wet workshops activities.
During their training, PhD students, technical staff and postdoctoral researchers have actively
participated in and contributed to tutorials held at universities in Europe, and developed new
skills through laboratory exchanges and visits to biotechnology companies. We are especially
proud of all our students and celebrate both their commitment and achievements within the
EAVI2020 programme, as well as their journey to new positions in both the academic and
biotechnology sectors.

Prof Robin Shattock
EAVI2020 coordinator and on behalf of the EAVI2020 consortium

The first EAVI2020 tutorial hosted by Karolinska
Institutet
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This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 681137. The sole responsibility
for the content of this project lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union. The European Commission is not responsible for any use
that may be made of the information contained therein.

EAVI2020 PhD student
Training Program
The European AIDS Vaccine Initiative (EAVI2020) designed, developed and implemented
an integral training programme in HIV vaccine design and development to foster the
progression of young researchers. The aims of this ongoing education and training
programme are to provide a world-class teaching course for PhD students, postdocs and
allied researchers in HIV vaccine design, discovery and development. To also teach and
discuss interventions for HIV-1 prevention, treatment and cure and finally, to implement
understanding of science tools and form networks between the consortium groups and
European HIV researchers.
Employment and training of young scientists in Europe and in association with European
research groups is a fundamental aspect of the EAVI2020 proposal and therefore being
able to provide scientific fellowships and exchange to maximize training of the next
generation of young scientists therefore has been one of EAVI2020’s main objectives.

EAVI2020 Student
Publications
Development and Preclinical
Evaluation of an Integrase Defective
Lentiviral Vaccine Expressing
HIVACAT T Cell Immunogen in Mice
Published Feb 2020 by Cell. DOI: /10.1016/j.
omtm.2020.01.013 By authors Alessandra
Gallinero, Martina Borghi, Maria Franca
Pirillo, et al.

Among the training activities throughout the programme, EAVI2020 has provided a
PhD programme, tutorials, clinical and laboratory-based courses and workshops; wet
workshops, short term exchange of students between participating laboratories; and
consortium annual meetings.

Conjugation of Native-Like HIV-1
Envelope Trimers onto Liposomes
Using EDC/Sulfo-NHS Chemistry:
Master students, PhD students, postdoctoral fellows, laboratory technicians, and Requirements and Limitation
undergraduate students from the EAVI2020 project and HIV researchers outside of
the EAVI2020 consortium have had the opportunity to participate in these activities
contributing to the dissemination of knowledge in the field of vaccine research and
development. Overall, we have organised ten tutorial courses (2 – 5 days each), twelve
exchange visits of students and two wet workshops. In addition, EAVI2020 has appointed
11 PhD studentships (fully or partially funded by EAVI) of three years duration. There
were also 13 further PhD students who were not funded by EAVI2020, but undertook
work that was related to EAVI research, who also benefited from the training activities
and obtained their PhD degrees. Stefan Petkov from the Karolinska Institutet was one
of the first students to obtain his PhD while participating and teaching throughout the
course.
We recognize and celebrate that the training program empowered our PhD students
by providing them with scientific knowledge and networking opportunities. They have
been able to gain greater knowledge in virological and immunological techniques, in
the design of B and T-cell HIV immunogens and procedures for small and large animal
studies. The students that took part in this course have shared and discussed both
their own and group experimental data and benefitted from coaching to develop their
scientific writing. They were supported to prepared proposals for grant applications and
write scientific abstracts which were presented at the EAVI2020 Annual Meetings. The
ability and opportunity to network across the EU HIV research sector, as well as having
access to scientific leaders and to build upon their own experiences, knowledge and
connectivity has proved invaluable.

Joan Joseph and Britta Wahren
Training Program Coordinators/Principal Investigators

Connect with EAVI2020
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Published Oct 2021 by MDPI. DOI: 10.3390/
pharmaceutics12100979. By authors Ehsan
Suleiman, Julia Mayer, Elisabeth Lehner,
Bianca Kohlhauser, et al.

Tetravalent Immunogen Assembled
from Conserved Regions of
HIV-1 and Delivered as mRNA
Demonstrates Potent Preclinical
T-Cell Immunogencity and Breadth
Published July 20 by MPDI. DOI: 10.3390/
vaccines8030360. By authors Nathifa Moyo,
Edmund G. Wee, Bette Korber, et al.

Expression of Chimeric HPV-HIV
Protein L1P18 in Pichia pastoris;
Purification and Characterization of
the Virus-like Particles Published Nov
2021 by Pharmaceutics. DOI: 10.3390/
pharmaceutics13111967. By authors
Yoshiki Eto, Narcis Saubi, Pau Ferrer and
Joan Joseph-Munne.

EAVI2020

Training Activities

Ten scientific tutorials in laboratory and clinical research
have been held. The topics addressed were: Basic virology
and Immunogen design, Immunopathogenesis of HIV/AIDS,
Host gene influence on immunological response and disease
progression, the Clinical face of HIV/AIDS, Animal models,
and GMPc manufacturing of vaccine candidates. Between 2535 students from Europe, USA and Australia attended each
workshop. Over 60 students attended the most recent virtual
tutorial on “HIV glycoprotein engineering for vaccines”.

EAVI2020 hosted two laboratory based wet workshops. The
first, held in Madrid at ISCIII, provided hands on experience
and training in techniques to titrate and characterize
neutralizing antibody activity against HIV. The second
workshop took place in Paris at IDMIT-CEA on providing
experience and practical knowledge relating to pre-clinical
studies including non-human primates studies. Also
focusing on the ethical and regulatory aspects relating
to the use of animals in research and the 3Rs, reduction,
refinement and replacement.

Three student exchange visitor programs were established
in years 2017, 2018 and 2019. Twelve students moved from
one research site to another in Europe or Australia to learn
essential techniques and/or further their understanding
of HIV/AIDS infections and the development of effective
vaccines.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 681137. The sole responsibility for the
content of this project lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union. The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be
made of the information contained therein.

From our EAVI2020
PhD students
Here we share some of the student experiences and celebrate their
achievements. Of course, none of this would have been possible without our
fantastic cohort of students, across Europe, Australia and the USA and we
thank them for all their contributions to the EAVI2020 programme.

When we asked the students from the training and development programme about their experience, the response was
incredibly positive. This word cloud depicts the student’s most frequently used vocabulary when they reviewed their training.
We are delighted with the productive language illustrated here.
Now an EAVI2020 post-doc, Alessandra Gallinaro from Milan began her journey in the consortium as a PhD student developing
an IDLV (Integrase Defective Lentiviral Vector)-based HIV vaccine using EAVI rationally designed HTI, HIVACAT T-cell immunogen
and envelope antigens.
‘During the EAVI2020 training and development programme, I greatly appreciated the opportunity to share knowledge,
expertise and data with other students and with PIs by acquiring very useful contacts and collaborations for my project. Also,
writing abstracts, creating posters and presenting my work was a great opportunity to improve my skills.’ – Alessandra Gallinaro
Nathifa was based at The Jenner Institute, University of Oxford for 5 years as a
postdoctoral researcher in the EAVI consortium, where she was involved in the
development of a T-cell vaccine for HIV-1 using the novel T-cell based immunogen,
tHIVconsvX. She has since moved to biotech and joined the immunology research
team at Enara Bio in the UK.
‘The training and development programme provided opportunities to network
and learn from other academic, industry and public health partners. It provided
tremendous insight and knowledge into the process of vaccine development from
bench construction to pre-clinical animal models and finally to the clinics.’ - Nathifa
Moyo

Connect with EAVI2020
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